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Minutes of actions taken by the Board of Governors of the

Federal Reserve System on Friday, September 201 1957. The Board met

-1 the Board Room at 9:30 a.m.

PRESENT: Mr. Martin, Chairman

Mr. Balderston, Vice Chairman

Mr. Szymczak 1/

Mr. Vardaman
Mr. Mills
Mr. Robertson

Mr. Carpenter, Secretary

Mr. Sherman, Assistant Secretary

Mr. Kenyon, Assistant Secretary

Mr. Riefler, Assistant to the Chairman

Mr. Young, Director, Division of Research

and Statistics
Mr. Johnson, Controller, and Director, Divi-

sion of Personnel Administration

Mr. Hackley, General Counsel

Mr. Molony, Special Assistant to the Board

Mr. Hostrup, Assistant Director, Division

of Examinations
Mr. Koch, Assistant Director, Division of

Research and Statistics

Mr. Sprecher, Assistant Director, Division

of Personnel Administration

Mr. Solomon, Assistant General Counsel

Mr. Shay, Assistant General Counsel

Mr. Thompson, Supervisory Review Examiner,

Division of Examinations

Discount rates. Telegrams to the following Federal Reserve Banks

814)r ving the establishment without change by the respective Banks on

NAember 19, 1957, of the rates of discount and purchase in their existing

sehedUles were approved unanimously:

New York
Philadelphia
Chicago
Minneapolis

44tered meeting at point indicated in minutes.
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Major medical insurance. There had been distributed to the

raembers of the Board memoranda from the Division of Personnel Adminis-

tration relating to the proposed program of major medical insurance

covering the Board's staff. It was agreed, at the suggestion of Chair-

Martin, to postpone consideration of this matter until a meeting

Iflien Governor Shepardson was present.

Mr. Sprecher then withdrew from the meeting.

Application to organize a national bank at Lake Charles,

(Item No. 1). There had been circulated to the members of

the Board a draft of letter to the Comptroller of the Currency recom-

llielicling favorably with respect to an application to organize a national

1344k in Lake Charles, Louisiana.

The letter, of which a copy is attached hereto as Item No. 1,

1148 a r-Zt_9.L__red. unanimously.

Motion of Continental Bank and Trust Company for production of 

$1,212Is (em No. 2). Pursuant to the action decided upon at the

illeeting of the Board yesterday, appropriate members of the Legal Divi-

si°11 had prepared a Statement and Order denying the motion of Counsel

t°17 The Continental Bank and Trust Company, Salt Lake City, Utah, for

the Production of certain documents in connection with the current pro-

eclin4S against that bank under section 9 of the Federal Reserve Act.

Following a brief discussion, during which it developed that

acke of the members of the Board had not yet had an opportunity to
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review the Statement and Order thoroughly, the suggestion was made that

the Order be approved for execution and transmittal at 1:00 p.m. today

talleas by that time questions were raised by members of the Board.

This suggestion was approved unanimously, with the understanding

that copies of the Statement and Order would be sent to the appropriate

Parties and also to the Federal Register for publication. A copy is

attached as Item No. 2.

Secretary's Note: No questions having

been raised, the Order was executed and

transmitted later in the day.

Mr. Shay then withdrew from the meeting.

Designation of Puerto Rico as being in or of the Second Federal

Rese
District for collection purposes (Items 3 through 7). In accord-

4hee with the discussion at yesterday's meeting of the Board, there had

bee4 distributed drafts of letters to the President of the Puerto Rico

33arlicer6 Association, the Secretary of the Treasury of Puerto Rico, and

the Presidents of the Federal Reserve Banks of New York and Atlanta ad-

of the designation of Puerto Rico as being in or of the Second

.lecieral Reserve District, effective January 1', 1958, for the purposes

c't the Board's Regulation J, Check Clearing and Collection, and Regu-

14ti°4 0) Collection of Noncash Items.

It was suggested that in addition an appropriate telegram of

64111.ee be sent to n11 of the Federal Reserve Banks except New York and

At a,
1--va for their information.
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Chairman Martin stated that he had not been able to reach

Irlesident Bryan of the Atlanta Reserve Bank by telephone yesterday,

1)14 
that Mr. Leonard, Director of the Division of Bank Operations,

liad talked with Mr. Shaw, Vice President in charge of the New Orleans

Branch and a member of the Federal Reserve mission to Puerto Rico, who

elqa'essed agreement with the action to attach Puerto Rico to the New

N'k Reserve District.

Governor Balderston inquired concerning the schedule for con-

sideration of the establishment of a Federal Reserve agency in Puerto

0) and Mr. Carpenter responded that it was proposed to present this

Tlestion for consideration when the report of the Federal Reserve Study

Gr151UPwas available. He understood that the report probably would be

reatlY next week.

Thereupon, by unanimous vote, Puerto Rico was designated as

betag in or of the Second Federal Reserve District for the purposes of

Regulations J and GI effective January 1, 19581 with the understanding

tIlat formal announcement of the designation would be deferred pending

receipt by the Federal Reserve Bank of New York of the usual agreements

tiled With a Federal Reserve Bank in such circumstances. Copies of

tile tour letters and the telegram which were approved in connection

1"1 this action are attached hereto as Items 3 through 71 inclusive.

During the foregoing discussion Mr. Leonard entered the room.
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Study of of small business financing. In a memorandum dated

8e1tember 18, 1957, copies of which had been distributed to the members

Of the Board, Mr. Young discussed plans for initial work on the study

of small business financing. To expedite the work, it had been decided

to divide the project into three parts, each headed by a sub-project

director. Director of the first part, the review and analysis of existing

niaterials, would be Vice President Roosa of the Federal Reserve Bank of

Nelg York; director of the second part, the survey of lenders, would be

Vice President Mitchell of the Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago; and

director of the third part, the survey of borrowers, would be Mr. Brill,

Chief' of the Business Finance and Capital Markets Section in the Board's

13ivis1on of Research and Statistics. Miss Burr and Mr. Koch, Assistant

Di 
rectors of the Division of Research and Statistics, would have joint

all responsibilities for the project. In the absence of ability

at this time to estimpte likely over-all costs, it was suggested that

t4e Board approve partial cost estimates for the project. In a letter

(lilted. September 13, 1957, attached to the memorandum, Mr. Roosa had

"titted an estimate of $44,100 for the first part of the project,

441 it was recommended in Mr. Young's memorandum that the Board authorize

411 "Penditure up to $50,000 since the estimate for the work of the

n
-nal Bureau of Economic Research in this part of the project was a

—411 one and might be raised shortly.

The memorandum also stated that the addition to the project of

11148iness loan survey had added another item of expense that it was
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41A possible to estimate at this time, although the out-of-pocket cost

to the Board should not exceed P0,000. At the present time, authori-

zation was requested to spend up to 4,500 for the purchase of the

tOnus for the survey.

Following comments by Mr. Young, Governor Vardaman stated that

he Ifts still concerned about getting the project cleared with the inter-

members of the Congress. He said that he would not like to see

the Board progress too far on the project until some definite opinions

coUld be obtained.

Chairman Martin then inquired of Mr. Young whether the proposals

ed in his memorandum represented the minimum of planning at this

till*, to which Mr. Young replied in the affirmative. He pointed out

that
if the planning for the survey was delayed until Congress returned

the
would be no possibility of producing any parts of the study for

hi connection with the consideration of small business legislation

at the next session.

Governor Vardaman stated that he would have no objection to going

illlead on the business loan survey and that he was anxious to proceed with

111. the fundamental work on the swill business financing study. However,

he doubted whether the Board should carry the small business project

beY01411,4 recall before the Chairman was able to reach a better understanding

'with those Senators primarily interested in the subject.

Chairman Martin noted that the questions which were raised by the

Sellat°1's related merely to timing, to which Governor Vardaman replied

that
he interpreted Senator Clark's letter as taking the position that
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the need for the study was doubtful if it could not be completed by the

first of next March. On this point, Governor Robertson expressed the

vieW that the Board would be subject to criticism if it did not go for-

With the project and be in a position to give the Congress as

tcalch information as could be made available by the first of March.

Mr. Young then reviewed contacts with others at the staff level,

stating first that the Director of the Small Business Administration had

e4Pressed orally great interest in the study and had given assurances of

1\111 cooperation. In response to a suggestion by Governor Vardaman, he

said that a memorandum of the conversation would be placed in the Board's

riles, as well as a memorandum of a meeting in which Under Secretary

Williams and Assistant Secretary Mueller of the Commerce Department ex-

Plbessecl interest and general sympathy with the undertaking, gave assur-

84"8 of cooperation, and set up channels through which the Board's

statf might work with the Department.

Mr. Young also reported a discussion with the staff of the House

I-ect Committee to Conduct a Study and Investigation of the Problems

or Small Business, saying that the staff exhibited considerable interest

414 a desire to cooperate in the small business financing project. Also,

he said, the problems which he reported to the Board yesterday with

l'sqlect to the business loan survey had now been completely resolved.

Mr. Young went on to say that another discussion, with staff

4ell1ber8 of the Senate Select Committee on Small Business, succeeded in
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clarifying certain misunderstandings regarding the nature of the program,

Particularly the survey of borrowers. The staff members appreciated the

difficulties after they were explained and seemed satisfied that the

sUrvey of borrowers could not be completed by the first of next March.

A 
discussion with the chief of the staff of the Joint Economic Committee

elicited an expression of interest in the Board's undertaking the study,

4141 4 meeting was to be held today with the Chairman of the Council of

cc)11011dc Advisers.

Following a statement by Governor Vardaman that the staff ap-

Peared to have done a fine piece of work in carrying out these discus-

Governor Balderston asked whether the relatively small out-of-

Pc)eket expenses anticipated in connection with the business loan survey

.ected a smaller sample of reporting banks than in 1955. Mr. Young

Naied that the sample would be somewhat smaller and that tabulation

131'°cedures whereby much of the work would be done at the Federal Reserve

13844 rather than at the Board's offices also contributed to the lower

esti-Plate.

Thereupon, the aforementioned recommendations contained in Mr.

--4g.a memorandum were approved unanimously. No action was taken on

the s
uggestion in the memorandum that the Board might wish to designate

4
‘j4 its members to authorize specific expenditures of funds in con-

With the small business

%;ions *which would be approved

financing project, within broad authori-

periodically by the Board as a whole.
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During the foregoing discussion Governor Szymezak joined the

11111&. At its conclusion Messrs. Sherman, Riefler, Leonard, Young,

jbllason, and Koch withdrew and Mr. Davis, Assistant Counsel, entered

the room.

Application of Baystate Corporation under the Bank Holding 

.9=tatgLA An application had been filed by Baystate Corporation,

11°3t011, Massachusetts, pursuant to section 3(a) of the Bank Holding

COMn
-wanY Act for the Board's prior approval of the acquisition of up to

6° Per cent of the voting shares of Union Trust Company of Springfield,

8131'1-Wield, Massachusetts, a State member bank. It was Baystate's

illtention, if the application should be approved, to merge its present

81111sidiary bank in Springfield (Springfield National Bank) into Union

tl'I'Llest Company under the title of The Wiley Bank & Trust Company, and

ell aPPlication had been filed with the Board with respect to the pro-

merger.

In a memorandum from the Division of Examinations dated September

9' 1957, copies of which had been distributed to the members of the

it was reported that the Commissioner of Banks for the State of

14e441e,chusetts favored approval of the application under the Bank Holding

ecti"EtnY Act and that the Federal Reserve Bank of Boston recommended

tMror
blY' After thorough analysis, however, the Division of Examinations

telt that the considerations as to convenience, needs, and welfare of

the area fell short of counterbalancing the considerations involved in

lelirnitting the applicant bank holding company to strengthen its competitive
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P0sition in the area to the extent that would result from approval of

the application. Therefore, the Division recommended that the appli-

cation be denied. In a memorandum dated September 12, 1957: which

also had been distributed to the members of the Board, the Legal Divi-

814°11a expressed the view that a decision either to deny or approve the

41°Plication probably would be upheld by a reviewing court. It was

th°11ght desirable, if the Board was disposed to deny the application:

to offer the applicant an opportunity to submit its views and comments.

It the Board should decide to approve the application, it was presumed

that the Board's order would be issued on the condition that no action

lrotlid be taken which would have the effect of eliminating either Spring-

national Bank or Union Trust Company as a separate functioning

be4k Up to 60 days following the date of the Board's order so as to

41/°14 the possibility of impairing the effectiveness of any aggrieved

1)41tY's right under section 9 of the Bank Holding Company Act to seek

hclioial review of the Board's order.

After commenting on the factual situation, Mr. Hostrup said

that 40 problem was presented from the standpoint of the first three

te'et°ra required to be considered in an application of this kind.

With respect to the convenience, needs, and welfare of the community

4111 the area concerned, it seemed probable that some benefits would

1? from the merger of the two banks, these being of the same nature

8.8 th°13e usually derived from making a larger bank from two smaller

4ees These benefits, it was pointed out, would not appear to depend
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011 whether the bank holding company had control of the continuing

institution; they would flow solely from the merger of the two banks.

Therefore, so far as this application was concerned, the case was no
t

felt to be strong. With respect to the fifth factor required to be

c°11sidered, the Federal Reserve Bank was of the opinion that banking

4ci1ities in Springfield were now adequate, and it did not appear to

the Division of Examinations that approval of the application was

tiecessary in order to provide adequate banking services. On the other

he'llci) there was no indication that approval of the application would

introduce any unsound elements into the banking situation in the area.

to the effect on the public interest and preservation of competition

the field of banking, a principal question had to do with the area

to be considered as the area of immediate competition. The applicant

11111the Federal Reserve Bank had considered an area within a radius of

15 nliles of the center of Springfield, and if the application were

%Drove Baystate would control in this area 32 per cent of the commer-

cial- banking offices and 28 per cent of the deposits of commercial

ba
like. From available information, however, the Division of Examinations

coacluded that the proper area to be considered for this purpose was

tile
eitY of Springfield and communities contiguous to it. In that area

134Y'State would control 55 per cent of the commercial banking offices,

844 l'rithin the city itself Baystate would control 64 per cent of such

(3trices• In the city of Springfield and contiguous communities, it would
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c°11trol 41 per cent of the deposits of commercial banks. The con-

tolled institution would be the largest bank in the area and,

although intensive competition might result between this instit
ution

and the existing Third National Bank of Springfield, competition

between Union Trust Company and Springfield National Bank 
would of

eclurse be eliminated. While Baystate would not be dominant as to

clePosits, it would have quite a large percentage and the potential

ahtittY to obtain a percentage of deposits comparable to its per-

eelltage of offices.

In these circumstances, Mr. Hostrup said, it was the feeling

°f the Division of Examinations that considerations relating to

c°4venience, needs,

the considerations of public interest and preservation of competition

ill the field of banking.

Governor Vardaman said that he was very much in favor of

84113r°ving the application, that he saw no soundness in the 
position

the Division of Examinations, and that this position seemed to 
him

elitirely fallacious and almost presumptuous. He would be inclined to

al°ng with the State Commissioner of Banks and th
e Federal Reserve

taro,
Of Boston, since he saw nothing in the picture that would be

44113'6ing to the communities concerned or to
 anyone else. Although, in

he disliked transactions of this kind, in this case he felt

th4t the results would be advantageous.

and welfare fell very far short of counterbalancing

of
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Chairman Martin commented that he also leaned in the direction

of approving the application but that he felt the Board should weigh

carefully the purposes of the bank holding company legislation, to

which Governor Vardaman responded that he saw nothing in the situation

that would do violence to the letter or spirit of the Bank Holding

C°111PanY Act.

Governor Mills then read the following statement:

Having reviewed the memorandum regarding the application

Of the Baystate Corporation for prior approval of acquisition

Of voting shares of the Union Trust Company of Springfield,

the writer concurs in the positions of the Federal Reserve

Bank of Boston and of the Commissioner of Banks of Massachu-

setts that approval of the application is in order. It is

not believed that the contrary position of the Division of

Examinations is sustained by the facts presented.

The question at issue is whether a merger of the Springfield

National Bank, presently controlled by the Baystate Corporation,

With the Union Trust Company on a basis that would give the

Baystate Corporation control over the merged insitution -- to

be entitled "The Valley Bank and Trust Company" -- is contrary

to the spirit of the Bank Holding Company Act as respects the

creation of a resulting bank beyond limits consistent with

sound banking, the public interest, and the preservation of

competition in the banking field.

. Springfield has a population of 166,000, and taking in

its contiguous communities, 283,600. The presently constituted

Springfield National Bank and Union Trust Company are of moderate

size and, in the writer's opinion, of inadequate financial ability

to cater to a community of the size and importance of Springfield.

Consequently, a merger of the two banks under discussion would

Produce an institution better able to serve the community's

needs. The fact that the merged institution, together with the

competing Third National Bank, would control a high percentage

of Springfield's banking offices and commercial bank deposits
is not felt to represent a concentration of commercial bank
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resources of sufficient amount to lessen undesirably co
mpetition

or otherwise be contrary to the public interest. That position

is strengthened by the fact that Springfield and the contiguous

communities contain a number of large mutual savings banks that

at least compete with the commercial banks in the mortgage loan

field and definitely in the way of attracting deposits that can

serve as a source of credit for the Springfield metropolitan

area. In fact, the merger proposed, by resulting in a larger

commercial bank, should be in a position to attract a 
rising

volume of deposits with a related enhancement of ability 
to

render credit services.

Local savings and loan associations are a further important

source of credit competition in the Springfield area that serves

to Modify whatever evil is believed to reside in a further con-

centration of commercial banking resources in Springfield. All

told, there are grounds for believing that the larger commercial

bank that would be created by the merger would improve Spring-

field's financial facilities without the detriment of any sub-

stantial lessening of competition. For that matter, the remaining

commercial banks in Springfield, if alertly and capably managed,

Should be in a position to grow with the community and in com-

petition with their larger neighbors. Moreover, if the merger

were approved, any further expansion of the new Valley Bank and

Trust Company, at least as regards the establishment of branches,

falls within the powers of the Federal Reserve Board to control

if such expansion should be considered contrary to the public

interest.

It is brought out in the memorandum that a merger of the

two subject institutions can be accomplished without resulting

in control passing to the Baystate Corporation. Even though

that is the case, it is understandable that the Baystate Cor-

Poration would be unwilling to engage in the merger through a

substantial investment without in result enjoying complete

control of the merged institutions.

In the writer's opinion, the most compelling argument in

favor of the merger is the size both of Springfield proper and

its metropolitan area, being such as to require commercial banks

large enough through their credit-granting facilities and branch

facilities fully to cater to the present community and at the

la..me time be in a position, through an enlarged size, to grow

14 pace with whatever growth the entire community may enjoy.
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he

Considering the Baystate application in relation to

somewhat similar applications received from other bank

holding companies wishing to expand their holdings within
a single community, the writer continues to be of the

Opinion that the Board's decision should not devolve

entirely on the concentration of banking resources within
the community in question but, instead, on whatever concen-

tration of banking resources results in the entire area
that the bank holding company serves. Inasmuch as a bank

holding company engages in statewide banking activities)
a decision as to whether the expansion of its commercial
bank interests should be allowed, in the writer's opinion

Should rest finally on an analysis of the concentration

resulting in the entire area served rather than in a segment
Of that area, such as a single community. The present means
Of communication and transportation are such that commercial

banking activities deserve to be surveyed from a distant

rather than a near point of view when considering expansion

Problems. In any event, a different weight should always
be placed on an application of a bank holding company to
expand within a community as compared to an application

Providing for expansion into an entirely new community
already enjoying banking services, and with the probability
that the latter type of expansion should be prohibited as

being contrary to the spirit of the Bank Holding Company
Act of 1956.

Governor Vardaman added to his earlier comments by saying that

hM thought very seriously about this matter and in so doing had

c°4tacted two close personal acquaintances in the area, one a certified

1311blic accountant and the other a manufacturer. He was told, he said,

that there was a need for a larger bank in the Springfield area, the

11111-faturer having stated that he had his banking connections outside

the .
eltY of Springfield because no adequate line of credit was available

1'01' him in that city. Governor Vardaman agreed with the Division of
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Ea51flinations that the same benefits might be derived through a merger,

if adequate management was available) but he doubted whether the "talent

sxbi approach" were to be found in Springfield. To derive the full bene-

fits, he felt that it might be necessary to inject outside influence and

thinking. So far as the analysis of controlled deposits was concerned,

he thought that the Division of Examinations had wisely made this pnalysis

ii view of the policy of the Board, but he questioned the meaningfulness

°f such figures in the absence of information about the ownership of the

Posits. From his knowledge of the Springfield area, he thought it

liltelY that a large percentage of the deposits came from outside the

City and that there was little connection between the percentage of

clePosits and actIvil control of the situation.

Governor Robertson expressed the opinion that the Division of

I 'tszlinations had not been presumptuous in its approach and that it had

ti011e exactly what it should do in presenting a matter of this kind to

the Board. He then pointed out that technically the application under

the Bank Holding Company Act was only to acquire the Union Trust Company

41.4 Must be considered separately from the proposed merger. Therefore,

the views which might be held on an application involving a merger of

U1110/1 and Springfield would not necessarily apply to the application now

bef°re the Board - in fact) an approval of this application would not

Ilecessarily be followed by a merger. He did not deem it necessary to go

llit° the facts of the case at this time because of the memorandum from

the,
uivision of Examinations and Mr. Hostrup's summary at this meeting, but

he basis of those facts his views were as set forth in the following

tlItsment which he read:
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Springfield, the third largest city in Massachusetts
and the largest city in the western half of that State,

is now served by four substantial commercial banks. Bay-

state Corporation controls the third largest of these

(Springfield National Bank), and the Board has been asked
to authorize it to acquire the second largest (Union Trust

)Compan—y . Baystate informs us that it plans to merge the

two banks; this would give it the largest bank in the area,

With a lending limit more than double that of its nearest

competitor.

As in other cases, we encounter here the contention

that, after this proposed acquisition and merger, banking

ln Springfield will be served by two large banks that will
compete vigorously with each other, and therefore competition

Will not be lessened. If the Board accepts this argument,
it means in effect that whenever a holding company gains
a foothold in a city it may acquire its competitors until
it has the largest bank in the city.

It seems clear to me that the proposed acquisition

would expand the holding company system "beyond limits

consistent with . . . the preservation of competition in
the field of banking", within the meaning of that provision
Of the Holding Company Act. Consequently, the Board would

be justified in approving the acquisition only if the favor-
able aspects, under the other factors enumerated in section 3(c),

were sufficient to outweigh the adverse "preservation of

competition" factor. After studying the detailed memorandum

of the Division of Examinations, I agree with its conclusion

that the very limited favorable factors "fall short of counter-

balancing the considerations involved in permitting the applicant

bank holding company to strengthen its competitive position in

the area to the extent that would result from approval of the

application." Accordingly the application should be denied.

Governor Szymczak commented that one of the problems in a matter

Of 41,,
'"ls kind is the absence of a yardstick, which would appear to mean

that 
the only way to provide a yardstick was to take positions in cases

48 they developed. He subscribed wholeheartedly in this case to the

13°81tion taken by the Division of Examinations and by Governor Robertson.
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Governor Balderston said that, like Governor Mills, he was im-

Pressed by the fact that in communities like Springfield the growth of

industries calls for banks with greater lending power. After citing

the lending limits of the existing banks in Springfield, he said that

his doubts and concerns about the questions being discussed centered

rolAnd a point mentioned by Governor Mills in his statement; namely, the

distinction between intensive competition within a particular geographical

al‘es• and extensive competition. It seemed to him that here the Board

Ilas dealing with the first of these situations, and although he recog-

nized the value of the points raised by Governor Robertson having to do

Irith the number of active competitors - that is, the danger of getting

the number too small - he also felt that the tides sweeping the industrial

scene were moving in a direction that would make Governor Mills' proposition

the
 
0n1Y one that established a guide for the long-term future. He said

t4t he would like to see all of the existing banks in the country remain

existence and be healthy, but that he did not think this would happen

because of the forces which are at work. In these circumstances, he

14)111d favor approving the application of Baystate Corporation.

Chairman Martin said that he found this a very difficult case and

that nothing had transpired to alter his original judgment. His emotions

444 
8 Ytpathies, he said, were on the side of the position of the Division

xaminations, but his head ran the other way. He would like to see
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it banking supported, and this was one of the difficult problems

in the area of bank holding company legislation and the whole field

01 bank supervision. It appeared to him that no adequate legal

aietinctions had been provided, the Board's Clayton Act proceeding

against Transamerica Corporation being a case in point. As the result

01 that case, he was convinced that there was no practical way of

establishing the matter of a lessening of competition. In this case,

he 'would hesitate very much to go against the recommendation of the

Reserve Bank, certainly unless the Reserve Bank was given an opportunity

t0 have its representatives meet with the Board to present their side

°t the case. He said that he regarded this as a very important appli-

cation because the Board was getting deeper and deeper into this kind

Or Problem and he did not know where the end was. He therefore re-

the absence of Governor Shepardson; he was wondering whether

the
Board should hold this application in abeyance until Governor

ShePardson could be present and also until representatives of the

8°8ton Bank could meet with the Board.

Chairman Martin then inquired as to the element of timing, and

141'. Hostrup said that Bay-state was anxious to accomplish this transaction,

12"icu1arly since the news had leaked in Springfield some time ago. In

a4dition, as pointed out by the Legal Division in its memorandum, there

1?°11-1-1 have to be an additional waiting period of Go days before accom-

Xiebmnent of the merger if the Board approved the application under the
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Bank Holding Company Act. There had been repeated inquiries by the

803ton Reserve Bank, he said, and it was understood that Baystate

had been pressing the Reserve Bank. However, in this case there

were no options or similar arrangements with specific deadlines.

In response to a question by Chairman Martin, Mr. Hackley said

that from a strictly legal viewpoint it was the opinion of the Legal

Division that a decision either way on this application could be upheld.

Nz a personal standpoint, however, he felt that the objectives of the

11°11:1111g company legislation must be borne in mind; these objectives

e'le not to improve banking facilities but to regulate bank holding

ectalcsanies. In this case a large independent bank would be eliminated

In a large community, and it appeared that there was a serious question

about the area of competition that should be taken into consideration

in 
PPlying the factors required to be considered by the Bank Holding

C DII.D.,Y Act. While this was undoubtedly a close case, nevertheless

it seemed to him that it came quite close to the kind of transaction

that the Congress may have intended to prevent. He repeated that the

11.1rPoses of the Act, particularly as indicated by the fifth factor

recitared to be considered in a matter of this kind, are not to improve

bar11.4
---41ag facilities but to regulate the expansion of bank holding companies

Ilithe interest of maintaining as many independent banks as possible.

Governor Vardaman asked what weight, if any, should be given to

the °Pinion in the Transamerica case with reference to the arbitrary
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°utlining of the area of competition, and Mr. Hackley responded in

terms of the differences between the statutes involved; that is,

between the Clayton Act and the Bank Holding Company Act. In the

BaYstate case, it could of course be argued that the degree of

eXPansion would not be enough to result in undue concentration, but

it could likewise be argued that approval of the application would

be contrary to the intent of the Congress.

Governor Mills commented that it would be hard to believe

that the Congress, in passing the Bank Holding Company Act, had in

nlInd the preservation of competition when such preservation would

l'eate the possibility of stifling or handicapping the growth of

the area in which the competition existed. Mr. Hackley said that

he would agree with that statement.

There followed a discussion of the lending limits of the

e)cisting banks in Springfield as compared with the lending limit of

the institution that would result from the proposed merger. In view

/' the existing limits, Governor Robertson expressed doubt about the

illability of the manufacturer mentioned by Governor Vardaman to

°1)tain adequate credit from the local banks, and Governor Vardaman

4cktiow1edged that there might be a number of factors involved other

thltn the lending limitation itself.
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At the request of the Chairman, Mr. Hostrup then reviewed

telephone conversations between the Board's staff and the Boston

Reserve Bank on this matter and brought out that it had not been

considered appropriate to advise the Reserve Bank of the Division's

l'eeommendation prior to presenting the application to the Board for

c°nsideration. He said the Boston Bank had been reminded of the

difficult problems presented by a case of this kind and had been

aewlared that the Board's staff was proceeding as rapidly as careful

41/83-Ysis of the application would permit.

Chairman Martin then expressed the opinion that this case

111/8 Of too much importance, and the questions too close, to make a

decision on a split vote of the Board without having the views and

(1114aon8 of all concerned. Therefore, regardless of the element of

he felt that the Board should invite representatives of the

I1/4)eton Reserve Bank to meet with the Board and express their views.

Iltlaking this statement, Chairman Martin explained that at this

Poiat he was reserving his own vote. This meant that if he should

Vo
te to deny the application, there would be no majority opinion

1141°11€3 the members of the Board present.

Accordingly, it was agreed that the Reserve Bank should be

ltsd to have its representatives meet with the Board on Wednesday,

SePtember 251 if possible, this being a date on which all of the

441the1's of the Board would be available.
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Governor Vardaman then made a further explanation of the views

Which he had expressed at previous meetings and earlier at this meeting

l'egarding the use of figures giving the percentage of controlled deposits

14 an area in presenting an application of this nature for the Board's

c°r1sideration. He again expressed the opinion that such figures are

Ilc't meaningful without an analysis of the ownership of the deposits,

8-14 he questioned whether the record should appear to indicate that

aAY aPplication was being judged on that basis.

In a discussion of this point, Chairman Martin expressed the

view that it was important for the Board to have these percentages,

along with other material, for use in analyzing a given case, recog-

tilzing that their value was limited to some extent.

Governor Vardaman then suggested that it might be desirable as

4 Matter of record to indicate in material prepared by the Division of

"uunations that these percentages were being presented without in-

rc'r/nation on the ownership on the deposits.

Question was raised at this point whether the memoranda from

the Division of Examinations and the Legal Division on the Baystate

41)lication should be furnished to the Federal Reserve Bank of Boston

r°r study prior to the proposed meeting with the Board, and it was

that copies of the memoranda should be sent to the Bank.

The meeting then adjourned.
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Secretary's Notes: Pursuant to
recommendations contained in memo-

randa from appropriate individuals,

Governor Balderston) acting in the

absence of Governor Shepardson, today

approved on behalf of the Board the

following items affecting the Board's

staff:

Ava Mae Landes as Records Clerk, Office of the Secretary, with basic

11411118.1 salary at the rate of $3,415, effective the date she assumes her
Uties

Transfer and salary increase

Patricia L. Gannon, from the position of Minutes Clerk in the Office
;ft the Secretary to the position of Secretary on the Defense Planning

,21T, with an increase in her basic salary from $3,805 to $41080 per

'1141, effective September 22) 1957.

Pursuant to the recommendation con-

tained in a memorandum dated September

18) 1957, from Mr. Hackley, General

Counsel, Governor Mills) acting in the

absence of Governor Shepardson, today

approved on behalf of the Board an

increase in the basic annual salary of

Sara M. Viglucci from $31670 to $3,8051

with a change in title from Stenographer

to Secretary in the Legal Division,

effective September 22) 1957.

Pursuant to the recommendation contained

in a memorandum dated September 201 19571

from Mr. Marget, Director, Division of

International Finance, the available

members of the Board today approved a

two-week extension of the trip to the

Far East now being made by Reed Irvine,

Economist in that Division.
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BOARD OF GOVERNORS
OF THE

FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM
WASHINGTON 25, D. C.

erp°1413tro11er of the Currency,
stlry Department,

4441ington 25, D. C.

Item No. 1
9/20/57

ADDRESS OFFICIAL CORRESPONDENCE

TO THE BOARD

September 201 1957

Attention Mr. W. M. Taylor,
Deputy Comptroller of the Currency.

1)1414r Mr. Comptroller:

COrrtr 
This will acknowledge your letter of March 71 1957, enclosing

1,0q or an application to organize a national bank at Lake Charles,

1,10,,Valla, requesting a recommendation whether or not the application

be approved.

. Information contained in a report of investigation of the

ation made by an examiner of the Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta

theel°s" generally favorable findings with respect to the 
adequacy of

pecteaPital structure of the proposed bank, its future earnings pros -

eat21) and the needs for its services in the community. It is indi-
relri7 that the volume of capital funds available for the bank has been

alsosed on several occasions and now totals $750,000. The examiner has

zeeingaPProved the general character of the bank's management, but it

Tt desirable to make some qualifying comnent in this connection.

tb believed that the proposed directors are capable of supervising

air3 of the bank, but there is a possible lack of maturity and

041;fled banking experience in respect to the proposed chief executive

414-ner, Mr. Tom A. Flannagan, Jr. However, on the basis of the infor

the -11 available, the Board of Governors would recommend approval of
aPPlication.

44y. The Board's Division of Examinations will be glad to discuss

detre '48Pects of this case with representatives of your office if you sos .

Very truly yours,

(Signed) Merritt Sherman

Merritt Sherman,
Assistant Secretary.
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
Item No. 2
9/20/57

BEFORE THE BOARD OF GOVERNORS OF THE FEDERAL 
RESERVE SYSTEM

In the Matter of

THE CONTINENTAL BANK
AND TRUST COMPANY

Salt Lake City, Utah.

STATEMENT AND ORDER ON RESPONDENT'S

MOTION TO PRODUCE DOCUMENTS

Under date of September 17, 1957, the Examiner 
in this

matter certified to the Board of Governors, pursuant to 
Rule III (f)

Of the Board's Rules of Practice for Formal Hearings, 
the following

for consideration and disposition:

1. Motion of Respondent to produce documents.

2. Respondent's memorandum in support of motion

to produce documents.

3. Response of special counsel to the Board to

Respondent's motion to produce documents an
d

memorandum in support thereof.

Part I of Respondent's motion requests certa
in documents

1/hich it describes as "constituting the
 source materials for Exhibits

141 to 146, 160 to 163, 165 to 168 for each 
individual bank in the

19-bank group making up the study shown on such 
Exhibits ...." With

respect to each of these 19 banks the motion r
equests seven different

classes of documents, including such things as earnings and dividends

'Ports, operating ratio work sheets, reports of condition, Forms 416

and 416a, and certain pages from reports of examination.
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One item requested is "FDIC Call No. 7". As the name implies,

this is a report submitted to the Federal Deposit Insurance Corpora-

timl. These reports are not under the control of the Board of Governors

°I the Federal Reserve System, and the Board is not in a position to

Produce them. Accordingly, regardless of whatever arc;uments might

"ist for the disclosure or nondisclosure of these reports, the

zotion must be denied as to their production. It may also be noted,

however, that information from this report was not used in any way in

the Preparation of the exhibits referred to in Respondent's motion.

Another item referred to in Respondent's motion is "Reports

Of Condition". These reports include both published and unpublished

formation. The published portion of this information is already

availi:.ble to Respondentinthe newspapers in which the banks were re-

to publish their reports pursuant to law and regulations. Much

(4 the same information is also available to Respondent through other

sources, such as bankers directories. Notwithstanding the avail-

of this information to Respondent from other sources,

the Board would have been disposed to supply it to Respondent as a

1:14tter of convenience if there had been a timely request. It may be

l'ecailed that the Board by its Order of October 8, 1956 supplied

IleaDondent with compilations of certain other published information.

4°ueve,, In view of the failure of Respondent to request the present

Illblished information until this time, which would necessarily involve

IleeleeB delay if the Board compiled this material at this stage, the

13°al'a 'Till not compile this published information for Respondent.
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All the other information requested by Respondent in this

Part of its motion is unpublished information of the Board which is

subject to section 8(a) through 8(d) of the Board's Rules of Organiza-

tion (12 CFR 261.3(a) - 261.3(d)), the effect of which is to forbid

disclosure by any person of any unpublished information of the Board

to anyone, with stated exceptions, unless authorized by the Board.

As indicated in the Statement and Order issued by the Board on

October 8, 1956, with respect to a somewhat similar request of Re-

sPondent, in connection with all such requests the Board has a two-

Consideration, It must consider the interest of the parties

in obtaining a hearing conducted without sacrifice of substantive

°r procedural rights. On the other hand, the Board must give con-

sideration to the interests of nonparties, including other banking

setablishments and the public, both of which will be affected by

the 
manner in which a proceeding of this kind is conducted.

As more fully explained in the Statement and Order of

October 8, 1956, section 8(d) of the Board's Rules of Organization

!ete forth reasons for nondisclosure of unpublished information,

itIcluding harmful results which may flow from improper disclosure

r such information. Production of the materials requested by

Re sPondent would, in the opinion of the Board, tend to bring about

stIch harmful results. This conclusion is sufficient basis for

denial of the requests.

The Board, however, is fully mindful of the interest of

4seP0ndent in having available to it all relevant material reasonably

tal
culated to assist in the conduct of its case. The Board gives great
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lloight to this consideration, toGether with the interests of non-

Parties, includinG other banking establishments and the public, in

this question. Accordingly, the Board has not merely considered the

factors which point toward nondisclosure of the information requested,

but has also given careful consideration to the reasons urged by Re-

8Pondent for the production of the documents.

When the views urged by Respondent are considered in the light

°r the references Given by Respondent to the record, the Board is unable

t° aCree with Respondent's contentions as to the importance or the

l'elevancy of the information requested. Special counsel to the Board

has stated in his response to Respondent's notion that the information

1)1'esented with respect to the 19 banks in question has been for a "very

litlited purpose in the overall aspects of the record of the case", and

the Portions of the record to which the Board has been referred by

Respondent do not conflict with that statement. It also appears that

IlesPondent has been supplied with what, in effect, were the work sheets

(Exhibits 264 through 270) used by Board witnesses in compiling the

e°11Parative exhibits of the 19-bank group. The figures in the work

8heet5 were scratbled so that it is impossible to identify figures

Iiith respect to any one of the 19 banks. It may be noted also that,

48 in the case of "FDIC Call No. 7", there was no use made of requested

4011a 416 and 416a" in preparation of the exhibits referred to in Re-

dent's motion.
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Respondent states in Part III of its motion that the in-

formation to be supplied "should exclude the names of the banks in-

volved, the names of any persons and contain such other editing as

will preserve the anonymity of the banks involved without impairing

their usefulness." In view of the limited purposes of the 19-bank

data, it is not apparent from Respondent's motion or memorandum in

suPport thereof how the information already supplied fails to meet

reasonable needs of Respondent. Neither does it seem possible to

"Preserve the anonymity of the banks involved" if the further

Published information requested by Respondent were supplied.

14 the circumstances, and in the liaht of the limited purposes for

/44ich the 19-bank data were introduced in evidence, production of

the unpublished information requested by Respondent does not

aPPear to be justified on the basis of the facts thus far presented

to the Board.

For the foregoing reasons, Part 'I of Respondent's motion

will be denied.

While, for the reasons indicated, it appears that Respondent

haa failed to demonstrate any justification for the disclosure of this

tInPublished information, at the same time the Board does not wish to

lude Respondent from presenting its contentions with respect to

this point to the Examiner at the conclusion of the introduction of

411 evidence, or to the Board after the Examiner has submitted his report,
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if the Respondent is in a position to show by reason o
f subsequent de-

velopments or testimony in the hearing or otherwise a r
easonable

necessit—y for further consideration of this matter.

Accordincly, the denial of Part I of Respon
dent's motion is

without prejudice to the richt at a later date of the R
espondent to

Present, and the Examiner to consider, on the basis of 
the whole record

in this proceeding, any further arcuments which Respo
ndent may wish to

Present in favor of the production of these documents or a
s to limita-

tims, if any, which Respondent may believe should apply 
to the use of

the 1-9-bank data as a consequence of the denial of the 
present motion..

II

Part II of Respondent's motion requests informa
tiGn sub-

stantially similar to that requested in Part I, except t
hat it relates

t°0.croup of 25 commercial banks, "or such lesser number as is
 avail-

able", which meet certain tests specified by Respondent. 
It may be

noted that there are only 8 banks that meet the tests, and 5 of thes
e

al'e included in the 19-bank croup referred to in Part I o
f Respondent's

totion.

Parts III and IV of ReFpondent's notion are so 
closely

tclt;-,4.ed to Parts I, II and V that they need not be discus
sed separately.

Part V of Respondent's motion renews its requ
est for the

(1°Qutaents and records specified in numbered paragra
phs 1, 2, and 3 of

it8 SuPPlemental Motion for Production of Record
s and Documents, filed
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September 21, 1956, which, in brief, requested (1) lists of all banks

the capital of which has been considered inadequate by the Board or

a Federal Reserve Bank, and (2) detailed information with respect to

each such bank. That Supplemental Motion was dealt with in the Board's

Statement and Order of October 8, 1956, mentioned above. Part V also

requests such additional information as may be necessary to prepare

a Board Form of Analysis as to each such bank and to determine the

secondary risk asset ratio for each bank and otherwise analyze said

banks and the standards of capital adequacy applied thereto by the

Board, including the documents specified in Farts I and 11 of

ResAondent:s present motion with respect to the 19- and 25-bank groups.

These requests are subject to considerations similar to those

discussed in connection with Part I of Respondent's motion. In addi-

tl°n, the smaller number of banks in Part II would not only make it

relatively easy to identify individual banks, but would render the

°uP less useful for comparative purposes than the larger 19-bank

gr°uP already in the record. Respondent has not referred the Board

to arlY portions of the record in this proceeding which would render

information relating to the banks described in Part V of Respondent's

kotion relevant to the proceeding.

For the reasons indicated, the requests in Parts II and V

°I Respondent's motion will be denied.
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As in the case of Part I of Respondent's motion, the Board

does not wish to preclude Respondent from presentinG its contentions

uith respect to Parts II and V of its notion to the Examiner at the

conclusion of the introduction of all other evidence, or to the Board

after the Examiner has submitted his report, if the Respondent is in

a position to show by reason of subsequent developments or testimony

in the hearing or otherwise a reasonable necessity fcr further con-

sideration of this matter.

Accordingly, the denial of Parts II and V of Respondent's

raotion is without prejudice to the right at a later date of the Re-

sPondent to present, and the Examiner to consider, on the basis of the

"hole record in this proceeding, any further arcuments which Respondent

wish to present in favor of the production of these documents.

ORDER 

For the reasons set forth in the foreGoing statement,

IT IS ORDERED,

That all parts of Respondent's /lotion TO Produce Documents be

same hereby are denied.

This 19th day of September 1957.

By order of the Board of Governors.

and the

(s4)

140.shinc;ton, D. C.
SeDtember 19, 1957.

(Signed) S. R. Carpenter

S. R. Carpenter,
Secretary.
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BOARD OF GOVERNORS
OF THE

FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM
WASHINGTON 25, D. C.

AIRMAIL

Item No. 3
9/20/57

ADDRESS OFFICIAL CORRESPONDENCE

TO THE BOARD

September 20, 1957.

Mr. A. F. Armstrong, President,
Puerto Rico Bankers Association,
P. 0. Box 3989,
San Juan, Puerto Rico.

Dear Mr. Armstrong:

The Board of Governors is pleased to learn from your letter
Of September 11, 1957, to Mr. Leonard, Director of the Board's Divi-
sion of Bank Operations, that by unanimous decision of the Puerto Rico

Bankers Association all Puerto Rican banks have agreed to go on par

Clearance January 1, 1958.

In view of that decision, the Board of Governors has desig-
nated Puerto Rico as being in or of the Second Federal Reserve District
New York), effective January 1, 1958, for the purposes of the Board's

Regulations J and G, which pertain to check clearing and collection
and collection of noncash items, respectively. This is a necessary

technical step in order to permit such items payable at nonmember
banks outside the continental United States to be collected through
the Federal Reserve collection system.

Formal announcement by the Board of such designation will be
deferred pending receipt by the Federal Reserve Bank of New York of
the usual agreements filed with a Federal Reserve Bank in such circum-
stances. This timing should permit the announcement by the banks in
Puerto Rico of their decision in accordance with the program referred
to in your letter.

The Federal Reserve Bank of New York will in a short time

furnish the Puerto Rican banks with the information you request as to
the procedures to be followed in the handling of the cash letters that
till be forwarded by the Federal Reserve Bank of New York to banks in
ruerto Rico.

You are correct that a routing symbol is assigned each par-
l'emitting bank, and that this symbol imprinted on a check indicates
that it is collectible at par through Federal Reserve Banks. (Of
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course, the check may also be collectible through other banking chan-

nels.) The symbol also indicates the particular Federal Reserve Bank
or branch through which the check is collectible. These symbols are

assigned by the respective Federal Reserve Banks. Accordingly, the

Federal Reserve Bank of New York will advise the Puerto Rican banks
Of the new symbols.

Very truly yours,

(Signed) S. R. Carpenter

S. R. Carpenter,
Secretary.
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BOARD OF GOVERNORS
2690

OF THE

FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM
WASHINGTON 25, D. C.

Dr, Rafael Pico,
Secretary of the Treasury,
Commonwealth of Puerto Rico,

Department of the Treasury,
San Juan, Puerto Rico.

Dear Dr. Pico:

Item No. 4
9/20/57

ADDRESS OFFICIAL CORRESPONDENCE

TO THE ODARD

September 20, 1957.

The Board is pleased to learn that the banks in Puerto Rico

have agreed to go on par clearance January 1, 1958. In order to

bring Puerto Rico within the scope of the Federal Reserve Bank collec-
tion system, the Board has designated Puerto Rico as being in or of
the Second Federal Reserve District (New York), effective January 1,

1958, for the purposes of the Board's Regulations J and G, which

Pertain to check clearing and collection and collection of noncash

Items, respectively.

Enclosed are a copy of the letter dated September 11 from

Mr. Armstrong, President of the Puerto Rico Bankers Association,

advising of the decision of the members of the Association, and of

the Board's reply of today's date. You will note from the Board's

letter that announcement by the Board of the designation of Puerto

Rico as being attached to the Second Federal Reserve District will be

deferred pending the developments referred to in Mr. Armstrong's

letter.

The report of the Federal Reserve Study Group on its recent

visit to Puerto Rico is ready for duplication and should be in your

hands before long.

Very truly yours,

(Signed) S. R. Carpenter

S. R. Carpenter,
Secretary.

Enclosures 2
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BOARD OF GOVERNORS
OF THE

FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM Item No. 5
WASHINGTON 25. D. C. 9/2057

A.

Mr. Alfred Hayes, President,
Federal Reserve Bank of New York,
New York 45, New York.

ADDRESS OFFICIAL CORRESPONOENCE

TO THE BOARD

September 20, 1957

Dear Mr. Hayes:

Mr. Armstrong, President of the Puerto Rico Bankers
Association, has advised the Board that the banks in Puerto Rico
have decided to go on par clearance January 1, 1958. In view of
this decision, the Board has designated Puerto Rico as being in
or of the Second Federal Reserve District for the purposes of the
Board's Regulations J and G, effective January 1, 1958.

Enclosed for your information are copies of Mr. Armstrong's
letter of September 11 and the Board's reply of today's date. Formal
advice of the designation in the form that it will appear in the
Federal Register will be sent you at the same time it is sent to that
Publication.

Enclosures 2

Very truly yours,

(Signed) S. R. Carpenter

S. R. Carpenter,
Secretary.
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BOARD OF GOVERNORS

OF THE

FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM
WASHINGTON 25. D. C.

Mr. Malcolm Bryan, President,
Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta,
Atlanta 3, Georgia.

Dear Mr. Bryan:

Item No. 6
9/20/57

ADDRESS OrFICIAL CORRESPONDENCE
TO THE BOARD

September 20, 1957

The Board has been advised that the banks in Puerto Ricohave decided to go on par clearance effective January 1, 1958, andthe Board has designated Puerto Rico as being in or of the SecondFederal Reserve District, effective January 1, 1958, for the pur—poses of the Board's Regulations J and G.

Enclosed for your information are copies of a letter
dated September 11 from Mr. Armstrong, President of the Puerto RicoBankers Association, and of the Board's reply. Enclosed also is acopy of the memorandum dated September 17, 1957, from Mr. Leonardto the Board regarding the matter.

Very truly yours,

(Signed) S. R. Carpenter

S. R. Carpenter,
Secretary.

Enclosures 3
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LEASED WIRE SERVICE

BOARD OF GOVERNORS OF THE FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM
WASHINGTON Item No. 7

9/20/57

September 20, 1957

To: The Presidents of all Federal Reserve Banks

except New York and Atlanta

For your information Board had designated Puerto Rico as being in

or of Second Federal Reserve District effective January 1, 1958 for

purposes of Regulations J and G. No public announcement by the

Board of these designations will be made pending receipt by the

New York Bank of usual agreements filed in such circumstances.

Advice of changes in footnote 1 of Regulations J and G will be

sent to you later.

(Signed) S. R. Carpenter

Carpenter
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